
Stay inspection-ready for TJC, DNV, and 
local jurisdictions

Passing your compliance inspections stress-free depends on how good 
your organization system is. Running and reviewing reports, organizing your 
binders, and pulling the correct information is crucial yet time-consuming.



FSI’s eBinders will help you organize and keep track of your compliance 
reports & dashboards from one location within your CMMS. No need to print 
every report or let your binders pile up year after year. You can pull up any 
relevant documents using a user-friendly search function at any time—
whether you’re preparing for an inspection or talking to an inspector. Feel 
confident in your data accuracy and prepare for inspections in less than half 
the time using eBinders.
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Eliminate physical binders

Search documents on-demand

Store your data digitally in eBinders 

and have your entire facility history 

at your fingertips. 




Easily filter files by date, PM types, 

custom attributes, location, status, 

compliance indicators, and more.

Run automatic reports

Save significant time on reviews

Let all your reports run at the same 

time every month and set statuses 

based on review needs.




Cut down on physically running reports 

and organizing binders to focus on 

getting inspection-ready.




Cut down on errors

Access organized digital binders

eBinders automatically use a 

standardized naming conventions 

after every automatic report.




Create binders for TJC, DNV, local 

inspections, EPs, buildings, and more.




Created in collaboration with The Joint Commission Inspectors to make sure your 
healthcare facility passes inspections and stays 100% compliant at all times.

Access compliance documents & dashboards in seconds 


eBinders



About us


FSI provides cloud-based computerized maintenance management software 
built for healthcare professionals. CMS manages over 650 million sq. ft. of 
facility space and surveys another 50 million sq. ft. every year to give you 
usable, useful operations management data. Adopt a comprehensive, intuitive, 
and scalable CMMS to empower your staff and optimize your operations. 


To learn more about FSI, please visit our website at  www.fsiservices.com
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“FSI is a huge time saver and makes 
our hospital maintenance so much 
more efficient.”

“The number of factors that I can 
filter through is far above supreme
—I love the search function.”

“The cost value is incredible. You 
can eliminate Post-It Notes and 
handwritten notes and things of 
that nature.”

“FSI has become our record-keeping 
and compliance backbone. We have a 
true partner in FSI.”

“FSI allows for incredibly accurate, 
actionable reporting. Our data is 
consistent across all hospitals.”

“FSI is really our Google. Gone are the 
days of paper records and file 
cabinets with stuff stored 
everywhere.”
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Here’s what our customers say


http://www.facilitiessurvey.com

